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the third type of gameplay in napoleon is the tactical battles, which are essentially the same as those seen in rome: total war, but adapted to allow players to take command of all naval and land units in a battle. these battles are fought across a wide range of battlefields ranging from the mediterranean to the far east. all units can attack each other, all units can defend themselves, and all units can be ordered to move. in
each battle, players can use the standard commands available in rome: total war to direct how units move and attack, but the actions of individual units can only be controlled by their officers. also, all ships can move independently, instead of being restricted to being carried by land units. this allows players to strategically deploy their ships to ambush enemy units. in real time battles, players can view and command their
armies and fleets, and also issue orders to individual units. players can use the standard commands of rome: total war, like building construction, researching technologies, and marching armies and fleets, but the actions of individual units can only be controlled by their officers. the largest difference is that all units can attack and defend themselves. units can use the standard troop morale commands and attack enemies
at range, at close range, or even counter-attack after an enemy has been defeated. different units behave differently in battles, and have different strengths and weaknesses. following on from the success of the warhammer fantasy battles and warhammer 40,000 videogame ranges, games workshop have expanded the epic world of warhammer with three new games in the total war series: total war: warhammer, total

war: warhammer ii and total war: warhammer iii. the latest instalment is a massive single-player real-time strategy game set in the warhammer fantasy world. the game also features an intense online multiplayer battle mode, a grand campaign mode, and new game mechanics such as siege battles and magic. warband is currently in development and is expected to be released in 2010.
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empire: total war is a compelling game that is more fun than rome: total war. the game offers a much more engaging experience than the original game, and provides more detail and more options than napoleon: total war and medieval ii: total war. despite a few glitches,
the game's graphics are beautiful. the interface is clean and easy to use. the new ai system is more complex than rome: total war or medieval ii: total war. empire: total war is a very enjoyable game. napoleon: total war features a new terrain-based weather system,

which dictates things such as visibility, temperature, and precipitation. when a unit enters a bivouac (a shaded camp) in the napoleonic era, the players are presented with a random weather vignette that affects gameplay, weather effects, and the unit's attributes. the
game's features a new campaign map and new playbooks for player customization. the game also introduces new visual effects, such as the cannon fire and musket fire. musket bullets leave visible holes on the ground and is affected by the "cannon smoke" effect that
can only be seen on the battlefield. the emperor has retained the old system of "horse combat" for mounted units. the new “horse combat” feature is not the same as in empire, as it makes the units move into the center of the screen and the horses can be moved to
follow the rider. the gameplay in the diplomacy section is fundamentally the same as in previous total war games with an added layer of complexity brought about by the introduction of sea battles and naval units. in napoleon, players must manage their income and

spending by managing units, generals and ships. to achieve this, players must construct buildings to produce income, create and level up generals, purchase new technologies, upgrade and repair ships, and control both land and sea units. this gives players the freedom
to create their own strategies and tactics as they lead their faction from one battle to the next. 5ec8ef588b
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